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Velocities and Momenta in an Extended Elliptic Form of the Initial Value Conditions
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Department of Physics, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853
The complete form of the constraints following from their conformal structure is extended so as
to include constant mean curvature and other mean curvature foliations. This step is demonstrated
using the momentum phase space approach. This approach yields equations of exactly the same form
as the extended conformal thin sandwich approach. In solving the equations, it is never necessary
actually to perform a tensor decomposition.
I. INTRODUCTION
The complete form of the constraints following from their conformal structure is extended so as to include constant
mean curvature and other mean curvature foliations. This step is demonstrated using the momentum phase space
approach. This approach yields equations of exactly the same form as the extended conformal thin sandwich approach
[Yo3] [Pf-Yo]. In solving the equations, it is never necessary actually to perform a tensor decomposition.
II. SOME GEOMETRY AND NOTATION
The spacetime metric gµν will be written in the “Cauchy-adapted” moving frame as
ds2 = −N2(dt)2 + gij(dxi + βidt)(dxj + βjdt) (1)
where the spatial scalar N is the lapse function and βi is the (spatial) shift vector. In a natural (coordinate) basis,
βi = g0i (βi = gijβ
j and gij , g
kl are taken as the 3x3 inverses of one another; they are riemannian). From this one can
see that βi is a spatial vector and βi is a spatial one-form with respect to arbitrary spatial coordinate transformations
provided these transformations are not time-dependent.
The spacetime cobasis is
θ0 = dt , θi = dxi + βidt (2)
and the dual vector basis is
e0 ≡ ∂0 = ∂/∂t− βi∂/∂xi , ei ≡ ∂i = ∂/∂xi. (3)
We see that ∂0 is a Pfaffian derivative while ∂t and ∂i are natural derivatives. The basis vector ∂0 can be generalized
to the operator on spatial tensors
∂ˆ0 = ∂t −£β (4)
which, it should be noted, commutes with ∂i and propagates orthogonally to t = const. slices. It is obvious that
∂i = ∂/∂x
i and ∂t = ∂/∂t commute, because they are both natural derivatives. What is sometimes forgotten, but
has been known for more than 50 years, is that (for example) the spatial Lie derivative £β , for any vector field β
j ,
commutes with ∂/∂xi when they act on tensors and more general objects such as spatial connections. This result
holds in an even more general form. See, for example, Schouten’s Ricci Calculus [Sch], p. 105, Eq. (10.17). It
is noteworthy that ∂ˆ0 acts orthogonally to t = constant slices and that it is actually the only time derivative that
ever occurs in the 3+1 formulation of general relativity based on an exact or locally exact (integrable) “time” basis
one-form θ0, such as dt..
The connection coefficients in our “Cauchy-adapted” frame are given by
ωαβγ = Γ
α
βγ + g
αδCǫδ(βgγ)ǫ +
1
2
Cαβγ (5)
where Γ denotes an ordinary Christoffel symbol, parentheses around indices denote the symmetric part (so A(βγ) =
1
2 (Aβγ +Aγβ)), and C denotes the commutator
[eβ , eγ ] = C
α
βγeα. (6)
2Our spacetime covariant derivative convention associated with (5) is
DαV
γ = ∂αV
γ + ωγαβV
β . (7)
The only non-vanishing C’s are
Ci0j = −Cij0 = ∂jβi. (8)
For the spatial covariant derivative we write
∇iV j = ∂iV j + γjikV k = ∂iV j + ΓjikV k. (9)
Because the shift βi is in the basis, the spacetime metric in the Cauchy basis that we use has no time - space
components. A convenient consequence is that there is no ambiguity in writing gij , g
kl, or Γijk. For the spacetime
metric determinant we will write det gµν = −N2g, g = det gij ; and gij is here and hereafter considered as a 3x3
symmetric tensor. For the usual
√−g we will write N√g.
The ω’s are given next. Note that [MTW] write ωαγβ where we have ω
α
βγ for the same object. (We follow [CB-DeW]
here.) Of course, this convention does not matter in a coordinate basis, where all of the connection coefficients are
symmetric. Here, note that only ωi0j and ω
i
j0 differ.
ωijk = Γ
i
jk(gµν) = Γ
i
jk(gmn) = γ
i
jk (10)
ωi0j = −NKij + ∂jβi, ωij0 = −NKij , ω0ij = −N−1Kij (11)
ωi00 = N∇iN, ω00i = ω0i0 = ∇i logN, ω000 = ∂0 logN (12)
The Riemann tensor satisfies the commutator
(DαDβ −DβDα)V γ = (Riem)αβγδV δ (13)
where (Riem)αβ
γ
δ would be denoted (Riem)
γ
δαβ in [MTW]. Again, we are using here the conventions of [CB-DeW].
There are a number of possible definitions for the second fundamental tensor or extrinsic curvature tensor Kij . This
does not measure curvature in the sense of Gauss or Riemann, where curvature has dimensions of (length)−2. The
extrinsic curvature is a measure, at a point on a spatial slice, of the curvature of a spacetime geodesic curve relative
to a spatial geodesic curve to which it is tangent at the point. The dimensions are therefore (length)−1. (See, for
example, the Appendix of [Pf-Yo] for a detailed discussion of extrinsic curvature tensors.) This is the same dimension
as a connection symbol, and, in fact,
Kij = −Nω0ij (14)
Also
∂ˆ0gij = −2NKij = ∂tgij − (∇iβj +∇jβi) (15)
where ∇i is the spatial covariant derivative with connection γijk = ωijk = Γijk; and the final term is, apart from
sign, £β gij .
The Riemann tensor components are in accord with the Ricci identity (13)
(Riem)αβ
γ
δ = ∂αω
γ
βδ − ∂βωγαδ + ωγαǫωǫβδ − ωγβǫωǫαδ − Cǫαβωγǫδ. (16)
The spatial Riemann tensor is denoted Rij
k
l. These curvatures are related by the Gauss - Codazzi - Mainardi
equations for codimension one (see, for example, [Sch])
(Riem)ijkl = Rijkl + (KikKjl −KilKjk) (17)
(Riem)0ijk = N(∇jKki −∇kKji) (18)
(Riem)0i0j = N(∂ˆ0Kij +NKikK
k
j +∇i∂jN) (19)
One can likewise form and decompose the Ricci tensor, which has the definition
(Ric)βδ = (Riem)αβ
α
δ (20)
3Then we can construct
(Ric)ij = Rij −N−1∂ˆ0Kij +KKij − 2KikKkj −N−1∇i∂jN (21)
(Ric)0j = N(∂jK −∇lK lj) ≡ N∇l(δljK −K lj) (22)
(Ric)00 = N(∂0K −NKijKij +∆N) (23)
where ∆N denotes the spatial “rough” or scalar Laplacian acting on the lapse function: ∆N ≡ gij∇i∇jN ≡ ∇2N .
The trace of Kij is K, the mean curvature.
It is important to know the spacetime scalar curvature, which we call (C):
(C) = gαβ(Ric)αβ = g
αβRλα
λ
β (24)
in the form
N
√
g(C) = N
√
g(R+KijK
ij −K2)− 2∂t(√gK) + 2∂i[√g(Kβi −∇iN)] (25)
where R is the spatial scalar curvature, because the spacetime scalar curvature density is the lagrangian density of
the famous Hilbert action principle [Hil], explicitly modified in [Yo1] to conform to the ADM action principle [ADM],
though different tensors are to be varied in the somewhat different perspectives in the different action principles. The
scalar curvature itself will be needed later. It is found from (24) and (21), (22), and (23) to be
(C) = 2N−1∂0K − 2N−1∆N + (R +KijKij −K2) (26)
III. EINSTEIN’S EQUATIONS
Einstein used his insights about the principle of equivalence and his principle of general covariance (spacetime
coordinate freedom plus a pseudo-riemannian metric not given a priori) in arriving at the final form of his field
equations. As is now well known, his learning tensor analysis from Marcel Grossmann was an essential enabling step.
The equations, using the Einstein tensor
(Ein)µν ≡ Gµν ≡ (Ric)µν − 1
2
gµν(C), (27)
are
Gµν = κTµν (28)
where κ = 8πG, c = 1, G = Newton’s constant, and the stress-energy-momentum tensor of fields other than gravity
(the “source” tensor) Tµν must satisfy, as Einstein reasoned, in analogy to the conservation laws of special relativity,
∇µT µν = 0 (29)
corresponding to
∇µGµν ≡ 0 (30)
which is an identity, the “third Bianchi identity” or the “(twice) contracted Bianchi identity.” For purposes of the
discussion below, besides c = 1 we also take Dirac’s form of Planck’s constant to be one: h¯ = 1. This means G has
the dimension (length)2; thus also does κ. (Mass is now inverse length.)
Here we will consider only the vacuum theory. This is non-trivial because the equations are non-linear (gravity
acts as a source of itself) and because the global topology and (or) boundary conditions are not prescribed by the
equations. We regard that the object of solving the equations is to find the metric. In the 3+1 form of the equations,
which is very close to a hamiltonian framework, the object is to obtain gij and Kij , along with a workable specification
of α = Ng−1/2 and βi which, as we shall see shortly, are not determined by Einstein’s equations. For the vacuum
case, one can use in four spacetime dimensions either of these two equations
Gµν = 0 (31)
or
(Ric)µν = 0. (32)
4For completeness, we note that the form of equation (32) with “sources” using the Ricci tensor is
(Ric)µν = κ(Tµν − 1
2
Tgµν) ≡ κρµν (33)
where T = Tαα , the trace of the stress-energy tensor.
We now remark on a couple of points that are sometimes useful to bear in mind. The curvature equations we have
given purely geometric. They can be converted into physical gravity equations explicitly by assigning the physical
dimensions length (L), mass (M), and time (T ). We have already chosen c = 1, so T = L. We shall work in terms
of L. Next we choose to make action dimensionless by setting h¯ = 1, which yields M = L−1. Then G (and κ)
have dimension L2. This is a handy viewpoint for the physicist and mathematician even if quantum effects are not
considered. It enables us to display rather easily the nonlinear self-coupling that arises even in vacuum from the
particular geometric nature of General Relativity.
We take the metric to be dimensionless while t and xi have dimension L. (Think of natural locally Riemannian
normal coordinates to make this view palatable.) The canonical form of the action based on (2κ)−1g1/2N(C) is given
by [Yo1] [ADM] [An-Yo]. It yields in place of Kij the closely related field canonical momentum [ADM]
πij = (2κ)−1g1/2(Kgrs −Krs)(grigsj) (34)
Inverting this expression in three dimensions yields
Kij = (2κ)[g
−1/2(
1
2
πgkl − πkl)gikgjl] (35)
where π = πkk is the trace. We note that from (35) we can obtain for the mean curvature
K = κg−1/2π =
1
2
(2κ)g−1/2π (36)
(2κ)−1g1/2(2κ) = π (37)
the well-known, and vital, integrand of the boundary term of the boundary term of the Hilbert action [Hil] that can
be seen [Yo1] to convert it to the canonical action [ADM] [An-Yo].
Denoting the terms in the rectangular brackets in (35) by µij , which has dimension L, then
Kij = (2κ)µij (38)
Now we could rewrite the curvature equations with the gravitational interaction explicit. For example, the Gauss -
Codazzi - Mainardi equations become
(Riem)ijkl = Rijkl + 4κ
2(µikµjl − µilµjk) (39)
(Riem)0ijk = 2κN(∇jµki −∇kµji) (40)
(Riem)0i0j = 2κN∂ˆ0µij + 4Nκ
2µikµ
k
j +N∇i∇jN (41)
IV. THE 3+1-FORM OF EINSTEIN’S EQUATIONS
It is helpful to write out the ten vacuum equations using both (Ric) and (Ein):
(Ric)ij = 0, 2N(Ric)
0
i = 0, 2G
0
0 = 0 (42)
This form was noted by Lichnerowicz [Lich] in the case of zero shift as being revealing. First, recall the geometric
identity (15)
∂ˆ0gij = −2NKij
or
∂tgij = −2NKij +£βgij = −2NKij + (∇iβj +∇jβi) (43)
5From the first equation in (42), one can obtain
∂ˆ0Kij = −∇i∂jN +N(Rij − 2KilK lj +KKij)
≡ ∂tKij −£βKij
≡ ∂tKij − (βl∇lKij +Kil∇jβl +Klj∇iβl). (44)
The second and third equations in (42) contain no terms ∂tKij (i.e., no “accelerations” ∂t∂tgij) and are, therefore,
constraints on the initial values of gij and Kij . As previously mentioned, in this “canonical”-like 3+1 form, there
are no time derivatives of N = αg1/2 or of βi. In a second-order formalism, ∂tN and ∂tβ
i would appear, as we see
from (43). To make second order wave operators on all components of the spacetime metric, the (original) harmonic
coordinate conditions (−g)−1/2∂µ[(−g)1/2gµν ] = 0 in natural coordinates were introduced and shown, along with
the constraints, to be conserved by the resulting “reduced” equations if the constraints were assumed to hold at the
“initial” time [CB1]. But no powers of N˙ and β˙i appear in (43), the lagrangian of Hilbert’s action principle for the
Einstein’s equations. We have thus an easy way of seeing that N˙ and β˙i are dynamically irrelevant. We find from
the second and third equations of (42), respectively,
2NR0i ≡ Ci = 2∇j(Kji −Kδji ), (45)
2G00 ≡ C = KijKij −K2 −R. (46)
These equations were derived in detail and displayed in [Yo2], without a 3+1 splitting of the basis frames and coframes.
An arbitrary spacetime basis was used there in order to remove what some people regarded as the “taint” of using
particular coordinates. They are the standard 3+1 equations, wrongly called the standard ADM equations. In regard
to evolving gij and Kij , I do not claim that (43) and (44) are preferred for any other reason other than their maximum
simplicity and absolute correctness when written in explicitly canonical form, using the variable πij , defined below,
in place of Kij . I say nothing here about the numerical properties of (43) and (44).
The canonical equations derived by Arnowitt, Deser, and Misner [ADM] and by Dirac [Dir1, Dir2], are not equivalent
to (44) given above, even when written in the same formalism, that is, with gij and Kij . This is because their equation
of motion is Gij = 0 rather than Rij = 0. Although Gµν = 0 and Rµν = 0 are equivalent, this is not true of spatial
components. Instead, one has the key identity [An-Yo]
Gij + gijG
0
0 ≡ (Ric)ij − gijgkl(Ric)kl, (47)
or
Gij +
1
2
gijC = (Ric)ij − gijgkl(Ric)kl. (48)
Therefore, Gij = 0 is not the correct equation of motion unless the constraint C = 0 also holds.
For the interested reader, I remark that this means the hamiltonian vector field of the ADM and Dirac canonical
formalisms is not well-defined throughout the phase space. There is an easy cure in the ADM approach, which is based
on a canonical action principle. When the metric gij is varied, one must hold fixed the “weighted” or “densitized”
lapse function α=g−1/2N , instead of just the scalar lapse N . Thus, one carries out independent variations of gij , α,
βi, and πij = (2κ)−1g1/2(Kgij −Kij). [Ash] [An-Yo].
V. CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATIONS
A very useful technique for transforming the constraints Ci and C ((45) and (46)) into a well posed problem
involving elliptic partial differential equations is to use conformal transformations of the essential spatial objects gij ,
Kij , N , and β
i. Along the way we will again encounter the densitized lapse
α ≡ g−1/2N (49)
which has, as one sees, weight (-1): N is a scalar with respect to spatial time-independent coordinate transformations
(weight zero by definition).
The conformal factor will be denoted by ϕ. It will be assumed that ϕ > 0 throughout. The conformal transformation
is defined by its action on the metric
g¯ij = ϕ
4gij . (50)
6It is called “conformal” because it preserves angles between vectors intersecting at a given point, whether one con-
structs the scalar product and vector magnitudes with gij or g¯ij . The power “4” in (50) is convenient for three
dimensions. For dimension n ≥ 3, the “convenient power” is 4(n− 2)−1 for the metric conformal deformation. The
neatness of this choice comes out most clearly in the relation of the scalar curvatures R¯ = R(g¯) and R = R(g) below.
From (50) and the fact that the spatial connection is simply the “Christoffel symbol of the second kind
{
i
j k
}
” which
we denote by Γijk,
Γijk ≡
{
i
j k
}
=
1
2
gil(∂jglk + ∂kglj − ∂lgjk) (51)
we find that
Γ¯ijk = Γ
i
jk +
1
2
ϕ−1 (δij ∂kϕ+ δ
i
k ∂jϕ− gilgjk ∂lϕ). (52)
From Γ¯ijk we can find the relationship between R¯ij and Rij .
R¯ij = Rij − 2ϕ−1∇i∂jϕ+ 6ϕ−2 (∂iϕ)(∂jϕ)− gij [2ϕ−1∆ϕ+ 2ϕ−2(∇kϕ)(∂kϕ)] (53)
There is no need to derive the transformation of the Riemann tensor, for in three dimensions Rijkl can be expressed in
terms of gij and Rij . One can see that this must be so, for both the Ricci and Riemann tensors have six algebraically
independent components. The formula relating them has long been known. It is displayed for example in [Yo4]. This
formula can be obtained from the identical vanishing of the Weyl conformal curvature tensor in three dimensions.
But riemannian three-spaces are not conformally flat, in general. The Weyl tensor in three dimensions is replaced by
the Cotton tensor [Co], which is conformally invariant and vanishes iff the three-space is conformally flat
Cijk = ∇jLik −∇kLij (54)
where
Lik = Rik − 1
4
Rgik. (55)
Its dual [Yo5], found by using the inverse volume form ǫmjk on the skew pair [jk] and by raising the index i to l, in
three dimensions, is a symmetric tensor ∗Clm with trace identically zero and covariant divergence identically zero.
The Cotton tensor has third derivatives of the metric and is therefore not a curvature tensor, but rather is a differential
curvature tensor with dimensions (length)−3. Therefore, the dual Cotton tensor is
∗Clm = gliǫmjkCijk . (56)
Under conformal transformations, we have that g¯ij = ϕ−4gij , ǫ¯ijk = ϕ
6ǫijk (the volume three-form), C¯ijk = Cijk,
and ǫ¯ijk = ϕ−6ǫijk. Therefore,
∗ C¯ij = ϕ−10(∗Cij). (57)
The properties of ∗Cij hold for an entire conformal equivalence class, that is, for all sets of conformally related
riemannian metrics as in (50) for all 0 < ϕ < ∞. The divergence of ∗Cij is identically zero, so it need not be
surprising that
∇¯j(∗ C¯ij) = ϕ−10∇j(∗Cij) (58)
using the barred and unbarred connections to form the covariant divergence operators ∇¯i and ∇j . We see that (57)
is the natural conformal transformation law for symmetric, traceless type
(
2
0
)
tensors in three dimensions, whose
divergence may or may not vanish. Note that in obtaining (58), the scaling (57) was used. But no properties of ∗Cij
were employed except the symmetry type of the tensor representation: symmetric with zero trace.
We now pass to the famous formula for the conformal transformation of the scalar curvature R. It was introduced
in connection with with an early treatment of the constraints in [Lich]. From (53) it follows that
R¯ = ϕ−4R− 8ϕ−5∆ϕ. (59)
So far every transformation has followed from the defining relation g¯ij = ϕ
4gij . A glance at both the constraints
(45) and (46) shows that we must deal with Kij . The method here can be deduced by writing Kij as
Kij = Aij +
1
3
Kgij (60)
7where Aij is the traceless part of Kij . We treat Aij and K differently because Aij and Kgij can be regarded
as different irreducible types of symmetric two-index tensors. They also have different conformal transformations.
Lichnerowicz took K = 0 [Lich]. But this is too restrictive, and even then the simplified “momentum constraint”
(45) was not solved. Mme. Choquet-Bruhat first argued that one has to solve the momentum constraint with a
second-order operator on a vector potential [CB2]. A very useful result was given in [Yo3] and it was used for many
years to solve the momentum constraint. Its imperfections were noted first by O’Murchadha [O’M], Isenberg [Is], and
the author. The inference was that the early method was only an ansatz. A better method yet, with no ambiguities,
was displayed in [Yo2] and [Pf-Yo]. It is given below.
Suppose an overbar denotes a solution of the constraints and the corresponding object without an overbar denotes a
“trial function.” The strategy is to “deform” the trial objects conformally into barred quantities, that is, into solutions.
Every object we deal with has, in effect, a “conformal dimension,” which is not given by its physical dimension or by
its tensorial character, that is, how it transforms under a change of the basis or of the natural coordinates.
VI. AN ELLIPTIC SYSTEM
We write (45) and (46) in the barred variables as
∇¯jA¯ij − 2
3
g¯ij∂jK¯ = 0 (61)
A¯ijA¯
ij − 2
3
K¯ − R¯ = 0 (62)
Conformal transformations for objects that are purely concomitants of g¯ij (or gij) are derived as above in a straightfor-
ward manner. But the extrinsic curvature variables have to be handled with a modicum of care. The transformations
obtained by extending g¯ij = ϕ
4gij to all of the spacetime metric variables is not appropriate because the view that
spacetime structure is primary is not helpful in a situation, as here, where there is as yet no spacetime.
We begin with K¯. We hold it fixed because its inverse in the simpler cosmological models is the “Hubble time,”
without a knowledge of which the epoch is not known. Data astronomers obtain from different directions in the sky,
or at different “depths” back in time are basically correlated and they fix K¯ implicitly. Therefore, I long ago adopted
the rule [Yo1] of fixing the “mean curvature” K¯
K¯ = K (63)
under conformal transformations. Thus it is specified a priori.
What to do about the the symmetric tracefree tensor A¯ij? The prior discussion of ∗Cij indicates the transformation
A¯ij = ϕ−10Aij (64)
But symmetric tensors “T¯ ij” have, in a curved space, three irreducible types that are formally L2-orthogonal. One
is the trace (g¯ij T¯ kk ), another is like ∗Cij , that is, a part with vanishing covariant divergence. Finally, a symmetric
tracefree tensor can be constructed from a vector
(L¯X)ij = (∇¯iXj + ∇¯jX i − 2
3
g¯ij∇¯lX l), (65)
the “conformal Killing form” of X i. (I have not found other constructions that are sufficiently well-behaved under
conformal transformations to be useful in this problem.) This expression (65) vanishes iff X i is a conformal killing
vector of g¯ij . Then, X
i would be a conformal killing vector of every metric conformal to g¯ij . Therefore,
X¯ i = X i, g¯ij = ϕ
4gij , (66)
and
(L¯X)ij = ϕ−4(LX)ij, (67)
which misses obeying our “rule” (57) or (64). For a long time, the mismatched powers required a work-around to
obtain an ansatz for solving the constraints [Yo4], but I arrived at a simple solution fairly recently (2001) [Yo5, Pf-Yo].
The vectorial part (65) needs a weight factor and a corresponding change in the measure of orthogonality. The solution
seems to me simple,beautiful, and absolutely correct in the present context.
8Recall our statement that the densitized lapse α is the preferred undetermined multiplier (rather than the lapse N)
in the action principle leading to 3+1 (or canonical) equations of motion. See [An-Yo] where this is made perfectly
clear. This is not to say anything about the “best” form of the ∂ˆ0Kij (or ∂ˆ0π
ij) equation of motion for calculational
purposes. In fact, the system for ∂ˆ0gij and ∂ˆ0Kij is only “weakly hyperbolic.” But I do say that only this form gives
a hamiltonian vector field well-defined in the entire momentum phase space.
To proceed, we note that one does not scale undetermined multipliers. Therefore
β¯i = βi, α¯ = α. (68)
But because α¯ = g¯−1/2N¯ and g¯1/2 = ϕ6g1/2, then N¯ = g¯1/2α = g1/2α implies
N¯ = ϕ6N. (69)
I have known that the transformation (69) was useful since 1971. But, thinking that N was an undetermined
multiplier - a lowly “C-number,” independent of the dynamical variables, in Dirac’s well-known parlance - I did not
use (69). Then I learned about the densitized lapse and saw its role in the action principle. It then dawned on me
that (69) was correct all along. It made its first appearance in the conformal thin sandwich problem [Yo2].
The lapse becomes, thus, a dynamical variable [Ash, An-Yo, Pf-Yo]. A look at (69) and at the relation between
∂tg¯ij and K¯ij gives us the scalar weight factor (−2N¯)−1 in the decomposition of A¯ij
A¯ij = A¯ij(δ) + (−2N¯)−1(L¯X)ij . (70)
The subscript (δ) indicates that the covariant divergence of A¯ij(δ) vanishes. Note that (70) does not mean that the
extrinsic curvature is sensitive to N . It is not. What it does mean is that the identification of the divergence-free and
trace-free part of the extrinsic curvature is, in part, dependent on N . Also note that the two parts of A¯ij are formally
L2-orthogonal both before and after a conformal transformation, with the geometrical spacetime measure
√−g = Ng1/2 (71)
instead of the spatial measure g1/2. Therefore, we have∫
A¯ij(δ)[(−2N¯)−1(L¯X)kl]g¯ikg¯jl(N¯ g¯1/2)d3x
=
∫
Aij(δ)[(−2N)−1(LX)kl]gikgjl(Ng1/2)d3x (72)
Upon integration by parts, with suitable boundary conditions, or no boundary, each of the integrals (72) vanishes.
We construct A¯ij(δ) or A¯
ij
(δ) by extracting from a freely given symmetric tracefree tensor F¯
ij = ϕ−10F ij its transverse-
tracefree part, which will be our Aij(δ)
F ij = Aij(δ) + (−2N)−1(LY )ij (73)
with
∇j [(−2N)−1(LY )ij ] = ∇jF ij (74)
The momentum constraints
∇¯jA¯ij −
2
3
g¯ij∂jK = 0 (75)
become, with Zi = X i − Y i,
∇j [(−2N)−1(LZ)ij ] = ∇jF ij − 2
3
ϕ6gij∂jK. (76)
The solution for Zi, with given N , will give the parts of K¯ij ,
A¯ij = ϕ−10[F ij + (−2N)−1(LZ)ij ], (77)
1
3
K¯g¯ij =
1
3
ϕ−4Kgij. (78)
9However, (75) contains ϕ and is coupled to the “hamiltonian constraint” (62) unless the “constant mean curvature”
(CMC) condition K = constant (in space, ∂jK = 0) can be employed, as introduced in [Yo1]. This includes maximal
slicing K = 0 [Lich]. (Lichnerowicz did not propose the CMC condition as claimed in [Tip-Mars].)
Gathering the transformations for R¯ and K¯ij enables us to write the hamiltonian constraint as the general relativity
version of the Laplace-Poisson equation
∆ϕ− 1
8
[Rϕ+ (Fij + (−2N)−1(LZ)ij)2ϕ−7 − 2
3
K2ϕ5] = 0. (79)
Suppose, for example, we choose N = 1. Then
N¯ = ϕ6 = g¯1/2(g−1/2). (80)
We are certainly entitled to have chosen gij such that g
1/2 = 1, without loss of generality. Thus we recover Teitelboim’s
gauge for the lapse equation
N¯ = g¯1/2 (81)
in his noted paper on the canonical path integral in general relativity [Teit].
A bit more generally, if we choose
∂ˆ0g
1/2 = 0, (82)
we see that N¯ automatically satisfies the time gauge equation used by Choquet-Bruhat and Ruggeri [CB-Ru].
The constraints have the same form as they do in the thin sandwich formulation: see [Yo2]. Therefore, the space
of solutions has the properties obtained in [CB-Isen-Yo].
If we write out from the formula for ∂tg¯ij its tracefree part u¯ij , or the velocity of the conformal metric, we obtain
u¯ij = −2N¯F¯ij + [L¯(Z¯ + β¯)]ij (83)
with (Z¯ + β¯)j ≡ g¯ij(Zi + βi). This has the form of the solution in the conformal thin sandwich problem. The choice
of shift βi = −Zi is possible here and renders a simple final form.
No splitting of tensors need be carried out. The quantities α¯ and β¯i = βi can be freely specified. K¯ij determines
the geometry not of t+ δt, but of a slice a fixed orthogonal proper time from t. One adjusts N¯ and βi to obtain the
metric of t+ δt.
VII. EXTENSION OF THE INITIAL VALUE CONDITIONS
In either the conformal thin sandwich approach or the extrinsic curvature approach, a very useful extension can be
made [Pf-Yo]. We can answer the question: how is the “trial” lapse N to be chosen such that the physical lapse N¯
produces a desirable foliation? (At the same time, this N¯ will produce A¯ij(δ).)
This question has at least one useful answer. One has specified K. We then construct a mean curvature slicing by
specifying ∂tK. The physical equation is in vacuum
∂tK − βi∂iK = N¯(R¯+K2)− ∆¯N¯ (84)
which has a simple extension to matter-filled spacetimes. Using the physical hamiltonian constraint in (84) gives
∆¯N¯ − N¯(A¯ijA¯ij + 1
3
K2) = −∂tK (85)
The laplacian has the conformal transformation
∆¯N¯ = ϕ−4∆N¯ + 2ϕ−4(∇iN¯)(∇i logϕ). (86)
Combining the previous conformal transformations with (85) and (86) yields the equation for ∆N given in [Pf-Yo] or
the equivalent form [Pf1]
∆(Nϕ7)− (Nϕ7)[1
8
R+
5
12
K2ϕ4 +
7
8
AijA
ijϕ−8] = −(∂tK − βi∂iK). (87)
We have now five coupled conformally covariant initial data conditions. While (87) looks formidable, and no complete
mathematical results are presently available, the system of five equations has yielded a unique solution by numerical
methods in many and all cases [Pf2]. There is a theorem waiting to be found.
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